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Pursuant to Regulation 30 of SEBI (Listing Obligation and Disclosure Requirements), 2015, this is to
inform you that, Ksolves India Limited, has become a Registered Red Hat ISV Partner.
About Red Hat:
high-performing
Carolina, United
applications, and
winning support,

Red Hat is the world's leading provider of
Linux, cloud, container, and Kubernetes
States, Redhat helps its clients standardize
integrate, automate, secure, and manage
training, and consulting services.

enterprise open source solutions, including
technologies. Headquartered out of North
across environments, develop cloud-native
complex environments by providing award-

The Red Hat partnership program provides Ksolves resources to certify, integrate and support
industry-leading, open
source technology for turnkey appliances and _ intelligent systems. The
partnership shall provide Ksolves with recurring revenue streams through RedHat’s subscription model,
and will open avenues to target newer markets with offerings supported by their innovative
technologies. More at https://connect.redhat.com/en/programs
Ksolves shall be able to leverage RedHat’s open source technologies that are mature and proven in the
enterprise. Build applications for scalability, interoperability, and flexibility, and accelerate deployments
with modern DevOps practices. The partnership also provides Ksolves access to its very own partner
portal which comes with numerous tools, training, documents, and more. For example, no-cost Red Hat
software subscriptions are available for Ksolves staff training, customer demonstrations, interoperability
testing and certification, and other approved uses.
This prestigious partnership is another milestone in Ksolves' journey towards becoming a
niche player in cutting edge technologies. The company is very hopeful that it will help
generate new business opportunities.
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